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Fruit mania elly' s travel

Fruit Mania: Elly's Journey is a very cute and delicious match-3 puzzle game! Elly needs your help to get fruits for little brother and sister! HOW TO PLAY- Swipe to match 3 or more fruits.- Collect the fruits, and complete the levels!- With the colorful and powerful boosters, it's easier to try a level!- Enjoy other different missions!- Achieve 3 stars to get more coins! FEATURES- 3
MATCH FRUIT PUZZLE- Colorful and vibrant fruits.- A delicious matching puzzle game with cute characters &amp; addictive levels!- LOTS OF UNIQUE LEVELS- Over 200 puzzles are unique and full of fun and amazing challenges!- EASY AND FUN PLAY- EASY to play interface, Just swap &amp; match.- AMAZING GRAPHICS- Enjoy tasty graphics and delicious animations-
NO TIME LIMIT- Play at your own pace.- NO WIFI? NO PROBLEM!- Games you can play offline.- 7 Days Events!- Play everyday, get more gifts. NOTES- Fruits Mania : Elly's journey includes the ads like banner, interstitial, video and house ads.- Fruits Mania : Elly's journey is free to play, but you can buy In-app items like AD FREE and CoinsSUPPORT UNIVERSAL- Enjoy the
game with different devices. (Phones and tablets) E-MAIL- help@bitmango.comHOMEPAGE- us on facebook Permissions[Permissions]- none[Optional permissions]- Photo / Media / File: required storage access permission to save game data[Permission setting and withdrawal method]- Android 6.0+: Device Settings&gt; Application Management&gt; Select App&gt; Revoke
Access- Under Android 6.0: Can revoke access remove through application Bullion to play! Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. The match-3 puzzle game that will make you go bananas! Fruits Mania: Elly Trip is a very addictive and delicious matching game that you can munch through for hours! Help Elly the adorable elephant in a beautiful fairy tale as she
collects and blasts garden-fresh fruit and charming toys for her little brother and sister. A FREE casual game without a time limit that you can take anywhere and anytime! HOW TO PLAY• Swipe and match 3 or more fruits.• Blast as many fruits in as few moves as possible.• Collect fruits and special items.• Enjoy other different missions, such as defeat ing the crocodile and
catching the mouse.• Create colorful boosters like wrapped and rainbow fruits!• Achieve 3 stars to get more coins. FEATURES• Fun match-3 puzzle game with cute characters and juicy fruits.• Hundreds of unique puzzles with amazing challenges!• Unlock and use powerful boosters like Red and Blue Rotors and Fork, if you're in a jam.• Easy to learn but still hard to master.• Enjoy
the tasty amazing graphics and delicious animations.• No WiFi required so enjoy wherever you want, online and offline!• Join the 7-Day events to earn daily prizes. Fruits Mania : Elly's travels include ads like banner, interstitial, video and house ads.• Fruits Mania: Elly's trip is free to play, but you can buy buy items such as AD FREE and coins. SUPPORT UNIVERSAL APP• Enjoy
the game on different devices (phones and tablets). E-MAIL• contactus@bitmango.com HOMEPAGE• us on FACEBOOK• Policy• Dec 16, 2020 Version 20.1215.00 Bug Fixes- Minor Bug FixedPerformance ImprovementsHave Fun &amp; Enjoy! I've been playing this game for under 24 hours of playing time and I only hit level 100. Unlike most games I have yet to buy a single item
for real money. If you like puzzle type gem game you will LOVE this one!!! Thanks to the programmer and design team this game is very addictive and most importantly fun! I haven't had a single issue with the game freeze or shut down as reported in previous reviews.... They're gone. Also I've never paid a single in-game coin for power ups. Note: real time play so far is under 26
hours. This used to be my favorite game until I got a new phone and had to download the updated version. In the old version, you had to defeat Mr. Croco twice, once halfway through and again at the end. Now you have to defeat him four times and are only rewarded for the 2nd and 4th times. Also, it used to take 25 coins to continue playing a failed level. Now it takes 40. I still
have the old version on my old phone and choose to play it instead. The new version doesn't work the same and now feels like a game designed to make you want to spend money to advance further. I'm at level 812 on the old version. It was not easy to get that far and is still a nice challenge. I'm at level 240 on the new version. It's not fun and challenging anymore because the
rewards aren't the same. Now it's just stupid and will eventually be deleted from my new phone. Sorry for your inconvenience,This game doesn't have a sync option yet, but we will be adding sync feature for the game soon. Thank you for your patience. As a whole, I really enjoy this game. There are times when the pieces must be mixed immediately, not a good start. Luckily the
player can reboot easily if too frustrated by purple blobs and exploding balls. There are no life limitations, so you can try again one level several times. My biggest frustration is the 3 continue limit as always I'm one step away from victory when I'm told I'm failing. Maybe a less harsh word?? A tip For future users: buy coins, but buy in-game power ups. 13 coins buy 15 extra moves!
25 coins for 5 moves otherwise. And that fork comes in very handy!! The developer, BitMango, indicated that the app's privacy practices may include handling data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchases User Content Identifier
Usage Data Diagnostics Other data The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Purchase Location ContactInfo Users Users Identifier Usage Data Diagnostics Other data privacy practices may vary, such as based on the features you use or your age. Read more Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy The match-3 puzzle game that should make you go
bananas! Fruits Mania: Elly Trip is a very addictive and delicious match-3 puzzle game! Join Elly the elephant as she collects all kinds of fruits for her little brother and sister. HOW TO PLAY• Swipe and match 3 or more fruits.• Collect the fruits to complete each level!• Use colorful and powerful boosters to help you out!• Enjoy other different missions, like defeating the crocodile and
catching your mouse!• Achieve 3 stars to get more coins! FEATURES• MATCH 3 FRUIT PUZZLE- Colorful and vibrant fruits.- A delicious matching puzzle game with cute characters &amp; addictive levels! • TONS OF UNIQUE LEVELS- Over 200 puzzles with unique and amazing challenges!• EASY AND FUN PLAY- Easy to learn but still hard to master.• STUNNING GRAPHICS-
Enjoy the tasty graphics and delicious animations• NO TIME LIMIT- No rush! Play at your own pace.• NO WIFI? NO PROBLEM!- Play whenever you want, online and offline!• 7 Days Events!- Play everyday to get more prizes. NOTES• Fruits Mania: Elly's trip includes ads like banner, interstitial, video and house ads.• Fruits Mania: Elly travel is free to play, but you can buy In-app
items like AD FREE and coins. SUPPORT UNIVERSAL APP• Enjoy the game on different devices (phones and tablets). POLICY contactus@bitmango.contactus@bitmango. us on FACEBOOK• Permissions [Required Permissions]- None [Optional Permissions]- November 15, 2020 November 15, 2020 November 15, 2020 November 15, 2020 This is a new match 3 game created
by BitMango, creator of the HIT App, Roll the Ball ™ + slide puzzle! Fruit Mania: Elly's Travel is a very sweet and delicious match 3 game, it makes you keep playing for FREE! Elly needs your help to get fruit for her little brother and her little sister! + Drag items to associate 3 or more fruits. + Collect the fruit to complete the levels! + With colored and powerful boosters, it's easier to
finish a level! + Take advantage of various other missions! + A lovely game of association with cute characters &amp; addictive levels! + More than 200 unique puzzles and amazing and amazing challenges! + Interface easy to play, just change the room elements to associate them. + Enjoy delicious graphics and animations
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